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Advisory Notice 
 

Issue Date 25th February, 2020 

 

Malware Spreading Through Wi-Fi 
 

 

Overview 
 
Emotet, the notorious Trojan malware behind a number of botnet-driven spam campaigns 
and ransomware attacks, has found a new attack vector - using already infected devices 
to identify new victims that are connected to nearby Wi-Fi networks. 
 
According to researchers at Binary Defense, the newly discovered Emotet sample leverages 
a "Wi-Fi spreader" module to scan Wi-Fi networks, and then attempts to infect devices that 
are connected to them. 
 
Detail 
 
Emotet is a form of malware that can be delivered via a number of methods, i.e. opening 
malicious email attachments, downloading malicious files etc. It has now been identified as 
possessing an additional feature; the ability to spread through unsecure Wi-Fi networks. 
 
The malware is already known to spread through networks using a list of common 
passwords, but now the new module makes it possible for the Emotet malware to spread 
and infect systems connected to nearby Wi-Fi networks using insecure passwords or with 
open access. 
 
The fact that Emotet can jump from one Wi-Fi network to the other puts onus on companies 
and individuals to secure their networks with strong passwords to prevent unauthorised 
access. The malware can also be detected by actively monitoring processes running from 
temporary folders and user profile application data folders. 
 
Recommended Action 
 

 Ensure all Wi-Fi networks are sufficiently protected using strong passwords. See the 
Appendix for a list of known passwords currently being used by the Wi-Fi spreader 
module. Even if your password is not in the list, it is still highly 
recommended to have a strong complex password. 
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https://www.malwarebytes.com/emotet/
https://www.binarydefense.com/emotet-evolves-with-new-wi-fi-spreader/
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Please see the UK NCSC’s Three Random Words guidance on creating a secure 
password (https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/three-random-words-or-thinkrandom-
0). 
 

 Ensure anti-virus software is installed, regularly updated and actively monitoring for 

any malware infections. Also, make sure full scans are performed on a regular basis. 

 Emotet is known to infect computers with ransomware. The No More Ransom Project 
website (https://www.nomoreransom.org/) contains more information on 
ransomware, and tools to assist in recovery of some types of ransomware. The 
decryption tools found on this website should only be used by technical 
specialists, as using the incorrect tool can result in affected data being 
made unrecoverable. 

 
Appendix - Known passwords encoded into Emotet 

 

The below list contains passwords that are currently part of the Wi-Fi cracking module. These 

passwords will undoubtedly be added to as the module evolves. 

 

* Blank spaces in list represent profanity which has been redacted in this document. 

 

aaa files nopass test123 12321 

aaaa foo nopassword testtest 12345 

aaaaa foobar nothing thomas 22222 

abc123 foofoo office Thomas 33333 

academia football oracle trustno1 44444 

access forever owner unknown 54321 

account freedom pass web 55555 

admin   pass1 william 66666 

Admin games pass12 William 77777 

admin1 george pass123 windows 88888 

admin12 George passwd work 99999 

admin123 helen Password work123 111111 

adminadmin Helen password xxx 123123 

administrator home password1 xxxx 123321 

anthony home123 password12 xxxxx 123456 

Anthony ihavenopass password123 zxccxz 222222 

anything iloveyou patricia zxcvb 333333 

asddsa internet Patricia zxcvbn 444444 

If you have any concerns, or have been affected by a cyber-related issue, report it to the 
Office of Cyber-Security & Information Assurance (OCSIA) by submitting a  

Cyber Concerns Online Reporting Form at www.gov.im/ocsia. 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/three-random-words-or-thinkrandom-0
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/three-random-words-or-thinkrandom-0
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/three-random-words-or-thinkrandom-0
https://www.nomoreransom.org/
http://www.gov.im/ocsia
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asdfgh Internet paul zxcxz 555555 

asdsa intranet Paul zzz 654321 

asdzxc james princess zzzz 666666 

backup James private zzzzz 696969 

barbara jennifer public 0 777777 

Barbara Jennifer 
 

0 888888 

baseball job pw123 0 999999 

batman john q1w2e3 0 1111111 

betty John qazwsx 0 1234567 

Betty joseph qazwsxedc 0 2222222 

boss123 Joseph qqq 1 3333333 

brian karen qqqq 2 4444444 

Brian Karen qqqqq 3 5555555 

business kenneth qwe123 4 6666666 

campus Kenneth qweasd 5 7654321 

carol kevin qweasdzxc 6 7777777 

Carol Kevin qweewq 7 8888888 

changeme killer qwerty 8 9999999 

charles letitbe qwewq 9 11111111 

Charles letmein richard 11 12345678 

christopher linda Richard 12 22222222 

Christopher Linda robert 21 33333333 

cluster lisa Robert 22 44444444 

codename Lisa ronald 33 55555555 

codeword login Ronald 44 66666666 

coffee Login root 55 77777777 

computer lotus root123 66 87654321 

controller love rootroot 77 88888888 

cookie love123 sample 88 99999999 

customer manager sandra 99 123456789 

daniel margaret Sandra 111 987654321 

Daniel Margaret secret 123 987654321 

database maria secure 222 1234567890 

david Maria security 321 1234abcd 

David mark server 333 1234qwer 

default Mark shadow 444 123abc 

desktop market share 555 123asd 

domain mary sq 666 123qwe 

donald Mary steven 777 1q2w3e 

Donald master Steven 888 a1b2c3 

donna michael student 999  
Donna Michael super 1111  
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dorothy money superman 1234  
Dorothy monitor superuser 2222  
dragon monkey supervisor 3333  
edward mustang susan 4321  
Edward mypass Susan 4444  
elizabeth mypassword system 5555  
Elizabeth mypc123 temp 6666  
example nancy temp123 7777  
exchange Nancy temporary 8888  
explorer nimda temptemp 9999  
file nobody test 11111  

 

 


